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THE COURT:
The Liquor Control Board of Ontario("LCBO") applies far judicial review of Omer PO[l]
3171 of the I~ifonliation and Privacy Coiiunissioner of Onia~•io(°IPC"}. T1ie order vas that the
LCBO cease its J~ractice of collectuig personal information of wine cl«b members when those
clubs place special orders tlu•ough the LCBO's private ordering systetu. TI~e IPC also ordered
that tfle LCBO destroy previously collected personal u~focmation. In making this decision, the
IPC held t11at the collecfian of inforivation contra~~enes section 38(2) of the Freedom of
Lf01'1)lC(I1011 LI11C~Pi'O(~CI1019 OfP/'lVCIC)~I~Ct, R,S,O. 1990, c. F.31("FIPPA"), The application is i~~
the ~~ari~re of cet~Iior~ar~i to gttasli or set aside the order. For the reasons that follo«~, we are of the
view that tl~e process followed ui ttie circumstances of this case breached the IPC's duty of
fairness and that tl~e mater iiiust be remitted to the IPC for cecoiisideration.
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FACTUAL BACKGROUND:
The Legislative Context o Li~tra• Conh~ol
[2]
The LCBO is a Crown agency that reports to the Ministry of Finance("Ministry"). I# is
the sole impo~~ter of liquor into Ontario and has broad authority to control the sale, transport and
delivery of lic}uor within the province, It operates over b00 retail stores and has a private
ordering department which allows consumers to obtain products that a~•e not sold in file LCBO's
retail stores, provided the orders comply ~vith LCBO r~zles and regulations. It must take
precautions to prevent intei7nediaries from operating as unauthorized retailers of liquor. The
LCBO sells approsimatelp $100 million in liquor annually th~•ough its private ordering
department. One aspect of that pt•ogram is the sale of alcohol to members ordering th~~ough clubs.
Wine clubs are not licensed by the Alcohol and Gaming Commission of Ontario {"AGCO") and
have no special status, entitlements or recognition under the Li~Ji~oi~ Conlrol Act, R.S.O. 1990, c,
L.18("LC~I"~ OP tI10 Lll~2103• Licence Act, R,S,O. 1990, c. L.19("LLA"). However, wine clubs
may make special orders on behalf of club anembers if they register with the LCBO. Once they
registez•, they are subject to LCBO procedures set out in the Bt~sia~ess Process & Prograrrr
Gaiidelirres - Spirit, Beer• or YYine Cdt~bs("Guidelines"). The procedtu•es in the Garidelines are not
based on requirements in either the LCri or the LLt1 but, rather, have been developed by the
LCB4. The specific information gathering procedures at issue in this case az•e set out in the
Gzridelines. The GtiideHnes allow for sales to be made through wine clubs provided the order• is
accompanied with a list of the membe~~s ordering products Ind the details of the products being
ordered. The names and contact information of memUers, as well as the details of the products
being ordered are required fi'om customers who are placing special orde~•s whether tluough a club
or individually.
The legislative framework for the sale of liquor includes section 3 of the LCA which
[3]
establishes the LCBO's i~~andate and broad authority over liquor sales, and section 5 which
prohibits anyone fi•om keeping for sale, offering for sale or selling liquor as well as canvassing
for, receiving or soliciting orders for the sale of liquor, unless licenced by tl~e AGCO. Her
Majesty the Queen in right of Ontario as represented by the Ministry is the government
department ~zltimately responsible for overseeing the control of liquor in the province.
Freedortt aflr~or•lrration and Protection ofPri~~acyAct.
FlPP~1 is a statute which contains provisions governing both freedom of information and
[4]
access to records, as well as the protection of individual privacy in the province. The IPC is
established under FIPPA to investigate government breaches of individual privacy. Its goal is to
balance individual privacy rights with the need for government to collect personal information,
The powers and duties of the IPC are set out in s. 59 of FIPP~1. Section 38(2) of FIPPA prohibits
goverrunent instih~tious from collecting personal information except in three cu•cumstances:
No person shall collect personal information, on behalf of an institutio~i unless the
collection is expressly authorized by statute, used for the purposes of la~v
enforcement or necessary to the proper administration of a la~vfiilly authorized
activity,
TIPPA's general regulation, R.R.O. 1990, Reg. 460, defines "ins#ih~tions° to include the
[5]
LOBO and defines the "head" of the LCBO as the Chao• or the Board.
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The Corjrplaint
In 2004, Vin de Garde registered as a tivine club with the LCBO, The club says that from
[6]
200 3 to 2012, club members were not asked fot• personal information when the club submitted
special orders. In 2012, the LCBO refused to process Vin de Garde's special orders until it
disctosed the personal information of the individual members. On July 5, 2012, Wai7•en Porter,
the manager and director (and a member•) of Vin de Garde filed a privacy complaint. The Club
objected to the LCBO collecting personal information of club members and argued the practice
violated the memUers' privacy. It took the position that the information being collected was not
"absolutely necessary to complete the customer's order" and that members should be afforded the
same level of privacy that an LCBO retail customer• is afforded.
[7]
The IPC began an investigation. The IPC's investigator contacted the LOBO and refei~ed
it to the IPC's website for an outline of the procedures governing the investigation. The LCBO
and the complainant provided information to the IPC and made submissions to the investigator.
The pairties agreed that the info~7nation being collected vas personal information. The LCBO
relied on the third ground ii; s. 38{2)to justify its practice, namely, that the collection of personal
information vas "necessary to the proper administration of a la~vfiilly authorized activity."
The LOBO responded to Vin de Garde's complaint by explaining that Vin de Garde is
[8]
not established under the LOBO,rather• they are simply a wine club registered ~~ith the LCBO. It
gave tl~e IPC copies of tl~e Guidelines for private ordering. It also said that Vui de Garde's past
ability to make orders without providing members' personal information was an ei7or, as the club
would often place orders using the names of related businesses or agents. It p~~ovided the IPC
with the reasons for requiring clubs to submit members' names and details of products ordered,
including: (a} to facilitate joint ordering by wine club members in a manner consistent with the
requirements for a transaction where goods purchased ~•e to be delivered at a later time;(b),to be
able to notify customers of product defects if these are discovered after the sale;(c)to provide an
audit trail to support review of tlxe program; and (d) to deter the use of the Private Ordering
program by parties ~vho wish to illegally stockpile and resell wine, or to artificially deflate the
cost of the wine in order to profit at the expense of provincial revenues. The IPC was particularly
interested in the argument that collecting the personal infoi~nation is necessary to enable LCBO
spot audits and to prevent fraud involving intez•mediaries operating within the Private Ordering
or Consignment programs. In correspondence with the LOBO,the IPC's investigator said that the
IPC "may forward a Draft Privacy Complaint Report after considering the responses from the
LCBO and the cli►b,"
2he Decision ofthe IPC
[9]
In its decision of Febi2ia~y 27, 2012, the IPC inteipretect and applied s, 38(2) of FIPPA to
the LCBO's practice of collecting information. It confirmed that the personal information of drib
members fell within the scope of "personal information" under FIPPA. It also held that the
LCBO failed to establish that the collection practice was necessary to the proper ~dininistration
of its spirit, beer, and wine club program. It applied the meaning of "necessary" from Cash
Com~e►•ter•s Canada Inc. v, Osl2mva (City), 2007 ONCA 502, 8b O.R.(3d)401, at para. 40, which
held that personal infoi7nation collected must be "snare than merely ... helpful to the activity",
and that if the pu~•pose of collection can be ac~~ieved another way, then the institution should take
that route. The IPC found that the LCBO practice vas not necessary to process ta•ansactions, vas
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not move than merely helpful far facilitating recalls, was not more than merely helpful for audits
and was not more than merely helpful at deterring fraud and illegal activities. It concluded that
the LCBQ had not established that the collection of personal infoi~nation relating to wine club
purchases was necessary for the operation and management of the LCBO's wine club program.
[10] The IPC orde~~ed the LCBO to cease collecting personal information of club members
when special orders are made tluaugh clubs on members' behalf, eYCep# when individual
members intend to pick up t~~e products ordered, The LCBO was also orde~•ed to destroy all
personal information previously collected fi•om that practice. The order, mlde under s. 59(b),
rep~•esented only the second time the IPC had made such an order since 1987. While the order
was a response to the privacy complaint of Vin de Garde, the IPC decision tivould apply
generally to orders made tlu•ough the LCBO's Private Ordering Department by any club,
The Application fo~~ Judicial Revietiti~
[11] The LCBO applies for an oz•der quashing the IPC's decision directing the LCBO to cease
collecting personal information from wine chub members in relation to special orders and
ordering it to destroy such information that it has already collected. The LCBO a~•gues that the
IPC decision prevents the LCBO from collecting basic information from custosiiers who are
ordering products tlu•ough clubs and effectively treats the club, rather thin the club members, as
t}ie LCBO customer. This is not in keeping with the statutory scheme governing ligtaor sales
under which a club cannot be the customer• while the end customer remains anonymous. 7t
submits that the collection of thus infoi7nation is necessary to the proper admitust~ltion of
lawfiilly authorized activities, namely, filling special orders for liquor not available in its retail
stores and ianporting and selling liquor to club me~i~bers tlu•ough its Private Ordering
Department.
[12J The Ministry suppo~•#s the view that it is necessary for this information to be collected in
order for the LCBO to meet its s#atutoiy responsibility #o control the sale and distribution of
alcohol in Ontario, which is intended for the public benefit. It also argues that the legislative
scheme in Ontario is premised on the sale of liquor to purchasers, nat to intei~rnediaries, and that
identification of the ptircl~ase~• is essential to the scheme. The LCBQ submits that the decision of
tiie rPC fails to appreciate the statutory fi•ame~vork governing the LCBO's mandate and is
uru~easonable in its co~iclusion.
[13] In support of its application to quash the decision, the LCBO and the Ministry also argue
that the IPC failed to comply with its duty of pz•ocedu~~al fairness by failing to advise the LOBO
and the Ministry that it vas conteinplafing the remedy of an order under• s. 59(b) of the FIPPA.
Tlus effectively deprived the LOBO and tie Ministry of the opporhinity to be heard on this point,
an i~npo~•tant one given the tmusual name of an order under s. 59(b). They had relied upon the
description of procedure outlined on the IPC's website, which was referenced by the TFC's own
staff, and had expected to leave an opportunity to review a Draft Privacy Complaint Report rather
than abil~ptly face the sanctions ordered tender s. S9(b).
[1~1] The IPC disputes the LOBO position that the decision hums on the interpretation of liquor
legislation, that the regal question is one of broad significance and that the appropriate standard
of review is correctness. It argues that the interpretation and application of s, 38(2) and s. 59{b)
of FIPPA ire matters ~vhex~e the IPC has recognized eYpei~tise. Given its responsibility for
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privacy issues in the province, and its acknowledged eYpei~tise in balancing individual privacy
rights and the public interest, the IPC's decision should be entitled to a high degree of deference
on fi~idings of fact and the weighing of evidence. It argues that the Commissioner`s process was
fair and that the IPC did not breach the duty of fairness or s. 59(b) of FIPPtI. Vin de Garde
supports the IPC's position that it acted fairly. It submits that the IPC never promised to show the
LOBO a copy of the Commissioner's proposed report and there is no requirement in the Act or
the jurispil~dence tl~~t the subject of ~n investigation must be shown a copy of a proposed report
before it is made public.
Section 59 o~the FIPPA
[15j The LOBO argues that the IPC breached the duty of fairness and the LCBO's legitimate
expectation of the right to be head by issuing a s. 59(b) FIPPA order without advising the
LCBO that it vas contemplating such a remedy and providing it with a real opportunity to be
heard on the matter, Section 59(b) states.
The Con~nissioner may,,..
(b} after he~trin~tlie head, order an institution to,
(i) cease collection practices, and
(ii) desh'oy collections of personll uifoi7nation,
that contravene tf~is Act;
[Emphasis added.]
[16] The LCBO was given an opporhinity to make representations to investigate staff
concerning the privacy complaint filed on behalf of Vin de G~ude but was not afforded 1 Bearing
regarding the s. 59 order. It argues that it was denied fairness by becoming the subject of an
order tivithout being given: (1} ~iotice that such an order might result from a finding that the
LCBO's collection of personal information vas in violation of section 38(2) of FIPP~1; and (2)
an opporh~nity to make further submissions with respect to the proposed order of the IPC, The
LCB4 says it relied on the IPC's investigator who had said that "a Draft Privacy Complaint
Report may be sent to you and the complai~~a~it".
[17] The vlinistiy supports the LCBO position that there was a breach of the duty of fairness.
It submits that it v~Tas inctunbent on the IPC to notify the LCBQ and the Ministry that it was
contemplating orders under section 59(b) as a remedy if it found the collection of personal
info;niatia~i by the LCBO cont~'avened section 38(2) of FIPP~. Tlie failure to give this notice is
a breach of its duty of procedural faiimess.
[18] The IPC maintains that the LCBO had adequate notice that the IPC might consider
ordering the LCBO to cease collecting tl~e personal ilifoimation of wine club members, and to
destroy infor~llation previously collected, as those powers are set out in the legislation. The
LGBO ~tnd the fishy should be taken to have known of the Commissioner's authority under s,
59(b). The IPC says no assurances were ever given that the IPC would not mike any orders
~viThotit a further hearing. With respect to the Draft Privacy Complaint Report, the IPC argues
that there is no requirement in s. 59 that the IPC must show the subject of an investigation a copy
of a proposed report before it is made public. Accorduigly, the IPC submits that flee LCBO did
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not have a legitimate expectation that the Comnussioner would discuss or share a draft of her
findings from the privacy complaint investigation before releasing them, or that the
Commissioner• would not order it to cease collecting personal information,
[19] Vin de Garde takes tUe positiozx that the head of the LCBO was effectively heard by the
IFG before the Commissioner made her order, participated fiilly in the investigation and availed
itself of a fiill oppoi-hznity to place anything it wanted to say before the Commissioner.
ANALYSIS:
[20] We are satisfied that the LCBO representative who dealt with tlae Commissioner's
investigator was clothed with the authority to act for the head of the LCBO concerning the
complaint. In fact, the LCBO takes no issue with this. The basis for the application to set aside
the order is that the process that followed the receipt of the privacy complaint was faulty. What
occui7•ed is detailed below:
1. The registrar of the IPC notified the LOBO ofthe privacy compllint by giving
notice dated July 11, 2012, to Mona Wong, Freedom of Ynfor~nation
Coordinator ~t the LCBO. The registrar directed her to a flow chart on the
IPC's website for infoiniation about the IPC's process for dealing with privacy
complaints,
2. The flow chart lists the steps in the complaint process and the possible
consequences of an investigation into a privacy complaint as: (1) settlement;
or (2} a Privacy Complaint Report, The flow chart says tk~e following
concerning a Privacy Complaint Report: "If a privacy complaint is not settled,
the Investigatoz• will prepare a Privacy Complaint Report, which disposes of
the conflict. The report may include: a surrunaiy of the complaint; a
discussion of the investigation; conclusions; findings; and recommendations."
3. On October 31, 2Q12, the president of Vin de Garde Wine Club, requested that
the 7PC make a recommendation to the LCBO.
~. This request was repeated in cotYespondence dlted November 29, 2012,
between the president of the Vin de Garde Wine Club and the IPC analyst
assigned to the complaint.
5, In cot7•espondence dated December 17, 2Q12, Trisha Coyle, the IPC
investigator wrote to Ms. Wong at the LOBO requesting a response to the
complaint and said concerning the next steps: "Once I have received and
considered your response, a Draft Privacy Complaint Report may be sent to
you and the Complainant. If a decision is made to prepare a Draft Privacy
Complaint Report, it may also include reconunendations reguciing the
institution's collection, retention, end use of personal infoi~niation."
6, Subsequently, an Assistant Deputy Niinistez• from th;e Minist~•y wrote to Trish
Coyle to support the LOBO position and t~ say that Ms. Coyle should contact
him if he could be of 1ny assistance.
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The Dir1v o~~ocedin~al I`arrness
[21] T}~e duty of procedural fairness applies to a public authority making an administrative
decision that affects the rights, privileges oi• interests of an individual. A Crown corporation may
be a holder of pt•ocedurai rights, privileges or interests protected by the duty of faiz•ness: see
Donald J.M. Brown &John M, Evans, Judicial Reviel~~ Off~CI71t7Y17S11'Cll~V2 ACflOYI 117 CCl11QC~Q~ vol.
2, looseleaf(Toronto: Canvasback Publishing, 1998), at p. 7-54. In Baker v. Canada (1Llinister~ of
Citrzenshi~ & I~rimigraliort), [I999] 2 S.C.R. 817, Madame Justice L`~Iei~reuY-Dube noted, at
para. 22, that the duty of favness is flexible and dependent upon the circumstances:
Although the duty of fairness is flexible and variable, and depends on an
appreciation of the context of the particular statute and the rights affected, it is
helpfiil to review the criteria that should be used its determining whit procedural
rights the dz~ty of faiz-ness ~•ec~uires iti a given set of cuctitmstances. Y emphasize
that unde~•lying all these factors is the notion that the ptupose of participatos•y
rights contained within the duty of procedural fairness is to ensure that
administ~•ative decisions are made using a fair and open procedure, appropriate to
the decision being made and its stattrtory, institutional, and social context, wi#h an
opporhinit~~ for those affected by the decisio~l to pt~t forward them• views and
evidence fully and have them considered by the decision-maker.
[22] Justice L'HeureuY-Dube then listed a number of factors relevant to detei7nining the
content of the duty of faii7iess in a given circumstance. They are summarized by David Phillip
Jones and Aisne S. de Villars, P~~irrci~les of Adnrini5t~~atii~e Lntii~, Su' ed.,(Edmonton: Carswell,
2x09), at pp. 256-57:
1. The nature of the decision being made and the process followed in making it.
The closer the adnunistrative process is to judicial decision-iiiaking, the more
likely it is that procedural protections closer to the trial model will be
required.
2. The nature of the statutory scheme and the terms of the stahlte pursuant to
which the body operates. The role of the decision in the statutory scheme
helps determine the content of the duty of fairness. Greeter procedural
protections are required when there is no appeal procedure or the decision
determines the issue and fixi~ther requests cannot be submitted,
3. The importance of the decision to the individual or individuals affected. The
moa•e important or the greater vnpact the decision has, the more stringent are
the procedural protections. This is a significant factor. The court commented
[in Baker, at para. 25]:
The more important the decision is to the lives of those affected anc! the
~~eater its impact on that person or those persons, the snore stringent the

procedural protections that will be mandated. This tivas expressed, for
example, by Dickson J. (as he then was) in Kane v. Unive~'S11y OfI31'1llS~?
Colcrmbicr,(1980] 1 S.C.R. 1105 (S.C.C.), at p. 1113:

A high standard of justice is required when the right to continue in
one's profession or employment is at stake,..A disciplinary suspension
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can have grave and permanent consequences upon ~ professional
career.
4, The legitimate expectations of the person challenging the decision, The
doctrine of legitimate expectations is part of the doch~ine of procedural
fairness. If a claimant has a legitimate expectation that a certain proceduz•e
will be followed, the duty of fairness requires this procedure to be followed.
If a claimant has a Iegitimate expectation that a certain t~esult will be reached,
fairness m1y requu•e more extensive procedural rights than might othet~vise be
accorded. The doctrine of legitimate expectations does nat create substantive
rights outside the procedural domain. The "circumstances" affecting
procedural fai~'ness take into account the promises or regular practices of
adminish•ative decision-makers. It will be generally unfair of the decisionmakers to act contrary to their representations as to procedure or to go back on
substantive promises without giving the person affected significant pt•ocedural
rights,
5. The choices of procedure made by the agency itself, particularly if procedure
is a matter of discretion or if the agency possesses eYpei~tise iu determuung
appropriate p~•ocedures. Important weight must be given to the choice of
procedures made by the agency and its institutional restraints.
[23] In applying the fac#ors outlined in Barker, a cou~~t mist look at whether the procedilre used
was in fact, "fait•, impartial, and open", What constih~tes a feu• procedure will depend on the
circumstances and the "stahitoiy, instihrtional, and social context" of the adnunistrative decision.
There is no standard of review analysis for alleged breaches of the duty of fairness: see
Dirnsn7rrir v. ~Vei~~ 13~~:rns7l~ick (Boa~~d ofll~tanageme~ar), 2008 SCC 9,[2008] 1 S.C.R. 190, at para.
129; ~tiia~•1tu~7en v, YYor•kplace Safety and Insrn~tmce Appeals Ti•ibcrnnl, 2013 ONSC 4317 (Div.
Ct.), at para. 19.
[2~] A party's right to adequate notice regarding the ac~minisri~ative proceeding they are
involved in is a "fiii~damental component of the admuustrative process": see Guy Regimbald,
CA11pC~1Cl11 f~CI1111311St1~ative Lati>>, 1s1 ed,, (Toronto: LexisNexis Canada Inc., 2008}, at p. 25~. The
right to adequate notice is uilierently linked to tl~e right to a fau hearing, one of the core
principles that gives rise to the duty of fau~ness: see Cl~arkaoirr ~~. Crn~ada (Citizel~ship and
b~~naigr~atian), 2007 SCC 9, [2007] 1 S.C.R. 350, at part, 53. The purpose of adequate notice is
that it "allows panties to possess sufficient information to allow them to snake representations,
subnut evidence, or appear before the decision maker; essentially, notice provides an opportunity
to prepare the cnse zdequately": see Regin~bald, at pp. 25~F-255.

[25] The concept of adequate notice includes knowing the consequences that may flotiv from
an administrative proceeding: see Lakeside Colony of Hirtter•ia~~ B1~ethr~en ~~. Hofe1~, [1992] 3
S.C.R. 165. The rationale for this is explained by Brown and Evans in J2rdicial Rerie~v of
Ad~irif2istl~ative Action in Crn~rada, at p. 9-45:
[S]ince fai~7iess requu•es that a person ~vho has been found liable must normally
be given an oppoi~~nity to address the decision-maker on the question of the
appropriate penalty, the parties should be given notice of the range of penalties to
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which they may be exposed: Desoto Developments Ltd. >>, Onta1•io ~Ve~v Ho~~7e
~ar•rm~ly Pt~ogrrnn (1992), 8 O.R,(3d) 792 (Ont. Div. Ct.), affd (1994), 21 O.R.
(3d)738 (Ont, C.A.); Ducl~rik r. York Condonrirrit~nr Corp. 1Vo. 216(1991), 3 O.R.
{3d)360 (Ont, Div. Ct.).
[26] Another aspect of the duty of fairness is ttie doctrine of legitimate expectations, a concept
that was listed in Baker as the fourth factor affecting the content of the duty of fairness. 7t was
recently defined by the Supreme Court of Canada in Ca»ada (~lttor•ney General) v. ~tilal~i, 2011
SCC 30,[2011] 2 S.C.R. SQ4, at para. b8:
Where a government official makes representations within the scope of his or hez•
authority to an ii3ciividual about an administrative process that tie government
will follow, and the representations said to give rise to legitimate expectations are
clear, unambiguous and unqualified, the government may be held to its word,
provided the representations are procedural in nahire and do not conflict with the
decision maker's statutory duty.
[27] As noted in 1LIa~~i, the breach of a party's legitimate expectations only applies to
rep~•esentations which are procedural in nature. It does not limit tl~e range of outcomes an
administrative decision-maker may employ under their• statutory authority. This was e:cpiained in
1tilorentt-I3e~~irbe v. 1veti~~ Bruns~~~ick (Judicial Council, 2002 SCC 11, [2002] 1 S.C.R. 249, at
para. 78, where the Supreme Court, in deciding whether the duty of fairness had been breached
Uecause the Judicial Council had not put a Provincial Count judge on notice that it was
considering a penalty mare severe than the one ~-ecammended by the investigative panel, held
that:
The doctrine can give rise to a right to make representations, amight to be
consulted or perhaps, if circumstances i~equi~~e, more extensive procedural rights.
But it does not othar4vise fetter the discretion of a statutory decision maker in
order to m7ndate any particular result: see D. Shapiro, Legili~rrate Expectation and
its Applrc~ilion to Cm~adian lit~~rrigratron Lpti~~ (1992), 8 J.L. &Social Poly 282, at
p, 297.
C019C11(S10J?S

[28] While t~~e decision under review in this case is one that affects a body created by
goverment and not an individual, as an affected pa~~ty the LCBO also benefits from the notion
of pz~ocedlual justice before being confronted with the consequences of that decision. Procedural
fairness is a vaz•iable concept which must be determuied in the contest of each case. It involves
adequate notice of the nature of an investigation and its possible consequences in o~•der to ensu~•e
meaningfill participation in the process.
[29] In reviewing the procedure that was followed in the case at bar, we observe that: (1}the
evidence and submissions made by the parties were directed only to the investigate; and not to
the decision-maker; (2) the LCBO relied upon the cor~•espondence from the IPC including its
reference to the ~veb site which did not list a s. S9 order as one of the possible consequences of a
privacy complaint, but implied that before such an order issued there would be recommendations
and settlement discussions based on a report; (3) the~•e ~v~s reason to believe that the parties
would hive benefited from a discussion of the type of remedy being considered by the
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Comnussioner, given that Vin de Garde had only suggested recommendatioc~s as a remedy and
the LCBO was anticipating a draft report might be sent to them for review; and (4) the LCBO
and Ministry were not notified that the IPC's decision rr~ight result in an unusual order under s.
S9{b) to stop collecting this personal information and to destroy personal information it had
already collected.
[30) We fuid that the IPC should have given the LCBO notice that the Commissioner tivas
considering an order cinder s, 59(U) as a potential remedy, This finding is s;~ppprted by case law
on what constitutes adequate notice in an adjudicative administrative proceeding, by the wording
of s. 59(b) which requires a head to be "heard" before an order is issued, and by the fact that an
order is a~i almost unprecedented remedy in the context of LPC privacy complaint proceedings.
Applying the analysis in Btrket•, we conclude that, in light of the nature of the decision of t~Ze TFC
and the process followed in making it, the nature of the statutory scheme and the framework
within which the body operates, the unpoi~tance of the decision to the affected .parties, and the
choices of the procedure made,there leas been a breach ofthe duty of fairness.
[31] We are not of the r~ie~v, IlOtiVCVOi', that the LOBO had a legitimate e;cpectation that the
i<inge of potential consegi►ences in the complaint process would not include an order. Neither• the
refei7al to the IPC website, nor Ms. Coyle' s comment that a drift report might be sen# to the
LCBO For review, constihlte sufficiently "clear, unambig~~ous and unqualified" undertakings that
could give xise to a legitimate expectation: see ~tiluvi.

DECISION;
[32] In light of the breach of procedural fairness, eve remit the case back to the IPC for
reconsideration on the basis that the LCBO was not affo~•ded ~ fair opporhu~ty #a be heard on the
matter of remedy. The LCBO should be pei7nitted to submit fu~~her evidence and representations
knowing that an order under s. 59(b} is a possible cansequeaice of the investigation of Vin de
Garde's privacy complaint. Perhaps the parties will be able to discuss possible outcomes and may
reach some resolution. Failuig that, the IPC should conduct a reconsideration of the matter.
[33] Because the IPC's O~•der is quashed on procedural g~•ounds, it is not necessary for us ro
address the substantive issues raised on die appeal. However, it may be helpful to the
reconsideration process for us to offer some observations and continents. We do so in no
particular order of unpoi~tance.
[34] Fvst, u1 reading Order PO-3171, it is not clear whether the IPC actually made a clear or
consistent findi~l~ on the issue of whether the LCBO's customer is the c1uU ar the club member.
[35] Both the LOBO and the complau~aiit submitted that wine club members, not the clubs
themselves, are the LCBO custoLner. However, the LCBO's submission on this point is prenused
on the assi3mption that its customers must be identifiable fox it to be able to discharge its
stah~tory duties and responsibilities. The basic foundation of the LCBO's position is that it cannok
properly administer or Cf15Cllc`ll•ge its responsibilities under the Liquor Contf•ol ~Ict or Lic~r~or
Licence Act if it is a•equired to sell alcohol to anonymous or fictitious individuals. It says that club
members can only be LCBO c~istomers if they are identifiable. Without that identification, the
wine club becolues its customer.
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[36] The IPC seems to accept the preinisa that club membec•s are the customer, The decision is
replete wish references to tie club processing and submitting purchase orders "on behalf of its
members. However, the IPC also seems to accept that individuals cannot purchase alcohol from
the LCBO anonymously. In the thud paragraph on page ~ of the decision the IPC states.
I accept that in these limited circumstances [where the club member is picking up
his or her order duectly from the LCBO rather than from the wine club] the
collection of personal infozmation may be necessary to the admuustration of the
LCBO's business of selling lic~iior through the Private Ordering Department to
clubs; without proof of purchase inclt►ding identifying personat information, it
would not be possible to process this type of sale,
[37] Consistent with that finding, the actual Order of the IPC contains an exemption. The
LCBO is permitted to obtain personal information fi•om club members who intend to pick tip
ordered product fi~otn the LCBO and is not required to destroy the personal information collected
in those circumstances,
[38] If club inembe~~s are purchasing the product from the LCBO in both instances, what
logical reason is the~•e to distinguish them on the basis of wllei•e they pick up the product? The
answer may be that the IPC considered the club, not its members, to be the entity to which the
LCBO is selluig when a club takes delivery for its members, In the passage from the IPCs
reasons quoted above, the Commissioner refei7•ed to "the LCBO's bt►siness of selling lic~~ior
through the Private Ordering System to chlbs" [Emphasis added]. In the last paragraph on page 7
of the decision the IPC states:
I accept that the LCBO has the legal authority ... to sell #o clubs ,,, and in doing
so, the LCBO is eixgaged in a lawfully authorized activity.
[39] Club ineiiibers pay the club, not the LCBO,for their pl~rchases end they pay more than
the club paid the LCBO for that product, The ta~ansaction between the club and its me~iibers has
all the hallma~•ks of a purchase and sale. It is hard to understand how the members' purchases can
be characterized as purchases fi•om the LCBO, uiiless the LCBO recognizes them as such.
However, the LCBO position is unequivocal - if the club member is a~ionymous (~tnd possibly
fictitio~~s) the LCBO does not recognize the club member as its customer,
[40] If product picked tip from the LCBO by a cli►b member is a sale to the club member, but
product picked up by a club is a sale to the club, it would be helpfi~l to have that finding clearly
at~ticulated. If, on the other hand, the IPC's decision accepts that in 6otli instataces the LCBO is
selling the product to the club member, riot the club, it ~votild be helpful to knotiv why some
LCBO customers may remain anonymous and othe~•s slay not.
[~ 1]

The beginning of an explanation is found in the fu•st paragraph on page ~F of the decision:
[In the case of members picking up then• orders directly from tl~e LCB4]the only
way for the LCBO to confirm that the uidividual seeking to pick up the product is
the one who ordered it, and to confirm that the customer is receiving the coi~ect
pz~oc3uct and quantity ordered, is for the LOBO to ask fog• identification and proof
of purchase.
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[42] However, this explanation begs the question of why, when the wine club takes delivery,
the IPC Ordet` effectively requires the LCBO to delegate its responsibility in this regard to
~uilicensed wine clubs it does not necessarily trust. Even if the complainant in this case satisfied
the iPC that Vin De Garde would not breach any provision of the LCD o~• LLA, other clubs
certainly might, given the financial incentives for those who miglrt engage in the illicit sale of
alcohol.
[43] The II'C considered the evidence oP LCBO audits, and its ability to conduct inspections
and investigations. The Commissioner concluded that the LCBO had "not provided any
substantive information to demonstrate that fraud is a significant problem" in the case of wine
clubs. However, she fails to address the LCBO submission that, by reasonable inference, the
provision of pe~~sonal information is a primary reason it has not been a problem before now.
[~4] Thin issue of investigations and enforcement is connected to another matter upon which
we wish to cotnnlent.
[~S]

The focal point of this case is the interpretation of s. 3$(2) of the Fi~eedor~7 ofIrtfO)7I1CIt10i?

and P2•otection ofPri>>acy Act, which reads:
38. (2) No person shall collect personal ii~tormation on behalf of an institution
unless the collection is expressly authorized by statute, used for the purposes of
law enforcement or necessary to the proper administration of a lawfi~lly
authorized activity.
[46] In particular, the phrase "necessary to the proper admiiustratian" is at the heart of this
case, The parties agree the leading authority on this stahrtoiy provision is the Couz-t of Appeal's
decision in Cash Converter's Canada Inc. v. Oshmt~a (City), 2007 ONCA Sat, the decision
recognized by file IPC in her order, However, the parties in this case do not agree on how the
TPC interpreted or applied that case.
[~7] Viti De Garde co~atends the IPC found the personal information in this case would be
"merely helpful"; therefore, not "necessary". The LCBO contends the 1PC erred by applying an
"absolutely regt~ued" st~nda~•d rather than a "reasonably required" standard iii her interpretation
of the word "necessary". Unfoi-hmately, the parties did not have an oppoi~tuniry to address this
subtle but critical issue directly with the adjudicator of their dispute, only with the investigataa• in
her office,
[48] We express no opinion on this issue of interpretation because the e~pei~t tribunal ought to
be afforded the fu•st opporhziuty to uiterpret its home statute. However, we do agree it would be
helpfiil if the IPC would add~•ess the issue raised by the LCBO.
[49] If the LCBO is correct iii saying the test is "reasonably" necessary, what factors need to
be taken into account or balanced? For example, if the ~utpose of collecting personal
information may be achieved by other means, is it legitimate to take into account the cost of
those alternative means? Does the LCBO need to demonstrate that alternative means of "properly
administering" i#s stahrtoiy responsibilities ai~e impossiUle, or only that altei7iative means are not
practically viable? These are questions not definitively answered by the Cnsh Co»nectians case,
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and this case seems to p~~ovide a good opportunity for the Trib~uial to address at least some of
them.
RESULT:
[50] For these reasons, the case is remitted back to the TPC for reconsideration. The parties
have agreed that there shall be na costs concerning the IPC or the Ministry of Finance, As
between the LCB4 and Vin de Garde, although counsel for the LCBO requested costs for her
client, we exercise our discretion and deem this an appropriate case to order na costs.
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